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We seek first to understand.
1,200 HOURS

spent by employees on grant reviews and nonprofit site visits last year.
Employees learn about critical community issues and the organizations
tackling them through opportunities like our annual Foundation Fair
and Community Bus Tour.

We invest.

$4,497,088

invested last year in
communities where our employees live and work.
SECTOR
275 SOCIAL
ORGANIZATIONS

put ORIX Foundation grant funding to work last year.

>$16 MILLION
invested since 2009.

Where our people and community intersect
We can share parallel experiences, yet
never cross paths. Or, we can choose to
reach out – to connect, to give, to serve.
ORIX Foundation exists because the
people of ORIX Corporation USA make
that choice.

As a mom of two sons, ORIX USA employee Jordan
Massey understands it’s hard to see your child hurting.
So, she connected with Antuane and her son Vasco
while they stayed at Ronald McDonald House
Dallas and Vasco received treatment from
Texas Scottish Rite Hospital of Dallas. ORIX
Foundation funds programs like these so
families can focus on getting the best care
for their children instead of worrying about
hospital bills or other critical expenses.
Watch their story:
ORIXFoundation.org/Impact

We serve.

Through the new Community Engagement Corps,
employees organize monthly volunteer days.

3,000 HOURS

spent by employees serving on the frontlines of
community causes last year.

We collaborate.
50+ CORPORATE
PARTNERS

contributed funding to ORIX Foundation’s nonprofit
grants program last year.
We founded CARE, an alliance of philanthropic corporations
creating greater collective impact in education by
combining funds, volunteers and other resources.

ORIX Foundation is committed to advancing education,
strengthening communities and improving lives.
We want children and families to succeed — in school,
in the workforce and in life.
Areas of Focus
Basic Needs
Children at Risk
Education
Empowerment
Health

Priorities
Employee Involvement
Local Impact
Sustainable Solutions
Collaboration
Innovation

Veterans
Learn more about our impact, grantees
and donors: ORIXFoundation.org/Impact

1717 Main Street, 10th Floor
Dallas, TX 75201

Geographic Areas
Boston, Massachusetts
Columbus, Ohio
Dallas, Texas
New York, New York
Other markets where employees
live and work

